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Testing today’s hearing aids
The change in shape, performance and capabilities 
within hearing aids is evident. Manufacturers are con-
stantly pushing the limit in terms of size and design, 
however all hearing aids have to be comparable in 
terms of performance. For that purpose, G.R.A.S. is 
at the forefront of standardization work – as well as of 
manufacturing comparable and standardized coupler 
solutions for hearing aid tests.
 
Modularity
Through close corporation with 
some of the largest hearing aid 
manufacturers, G.R.A.S. has deve-
loped a complete coupler program 
to cater for the specific needs 
found in the audiological indu- 
stry. Our unique, modular platform 
ensures the highest degree of 
mobility and quick adaptation 
to different test situations. 
Modularity means adapta-
tions – all our couplers can 
be fitted on the same plat-
form, enabling re-use of the 
test base and preamplifier for 
multiple test setups. 
 

Standardization
The unprecedented stability and precision of G.R.A.S. 
microphones allows us to offer you a 5 year warranty 
on all microphones. Very small preamplifiers ensure a 
compact, solid and robust system. Compliance with 
international standards ensures that you measure 
according to the international regulations.
 
Innovation
G.R.A.S. manufactures standardized couplers that 

can produce results comparable to mea-
surements made 30 years ago, but at 

the same time we are focused on the 
changes in the different industries. For 
instance the introduction of open-fit 
technology as well as receiver-in-the-ear 

solutions changes the way hearing aids 
are tested. At G.R.A.S. we constantly 

update our product offerings to follow 
these changes and we work in close 
corporation with our partners on 
customized solutions. Another area 
which is getting more significant 
is pediatrics, and the international 

focus is on new born screening and 
early intervention.

A New Kid in Town 

Ear Simulators  
& Couplers

G.R.A.S. has taken the first 
steps to develop a coupler that 

can simulate baby ears and the 
impedance of a new born baby ear. 

This enables manufacturers and researchers within 
audiology to test and develop products for babies 
much better than before where only couplers simu-
lating adults were available. 
The founder of G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration,  
Mr. Gunnar Rasmussen co-developed the unam-
biguous IEC 60711 ear simulator. Therefore it is 
natural for G.R.A.S. to pioneer this industry again. 
The baby ear simulator’s design and functionality 

is based on studies of the new born ear and is a 
useful average of the impedance of the inner ear 
in the early years of the infant. 
 
This baby ear simulator is our response to several 
requests. And it is therefore our desire to propose 
this coupler to be used by audiologists and the 
industry.



KEMAR Manikin
The Philosophy
KEMAR was developed and presented in the US 
in 1972 by Mr. Mahlon Burkhard from Knowles 
Electronics, Illinois as a new, advanced tool for deter-
mining and improving the in-situ performance of 
hearing aids. The philosophy was to create an anthro-
pometric head and torso simulator where the dimen-
sions and pinna properties were chosen to represent 
an average human adult. The dimensions origin from 
studies of more than 5000 individuals and match the 
average size of the Original-7 astronauts of the NASA 
Mercury Program.

The pinna size and shape was selected as an aver-
age of 12 men and 12 women and the choice of ear 
simulator was carefully investigated with respect to 
the acoustic impedance. 

Standardized
The thorough research and close 
corporation with audiologists bore 
fruit and resulted in standar- 
dization of KEMAR by ANSI in 
1976, soon to be followed by 
the IEC. This makes KEMAR 
the first and most well docu-
mented head and torso simu-
lator for hearing aid testing.

Continued Development
30 years later KEMAR was 
acquired by G.R.A.S.,  and 
completed our portfolio 
of standardized couplers, 
ear simulators and acou- 
stic test fixtures. We have 
continued the development 
and implemented the 711 
ear simulator. For KEMARs 
with the Zwislocki-coupler, 
we have developed a retro-
fit kit. Cabling is made eas-
ier and the mounting of the 
head on the torso is changed 
into steel enabling compatibi-
lity between all new G.R.A.S. 
KEMARs. Furthermore, a KEMAR 

with built-in mouth simulator is available for applica-
tions, where an artificial voice is required.

Still the Same
Despite KEMAR’s position as the grand old man, 
KEMAR is still the same. The dimensions of the 
head and torso and the pinnae have not changed sig-
nificantly over the years and laser scan comparisons 
have identified no more than +/- 0.2 mm differences 
between the master and the latest production batch-
es. The remarkable consistency throughout more than 
30 years ensures that the vast database of measure-
ments on KEMAR found in reports and international 
scientific literature can still be applied to new models.
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Configurations
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The G.R.A.S. coupler program is based on one, common hardware platform. It accommodates for both half- 
and full-inch solutions in traditional 200 V and CCP microphone types. A variety of standardized ear-mould 
simulators are available depending on the type of hearing aid to be tested.

KEMAR can be configured 
in many variations. Pinnae 
of different size and hard-
ness are available as 
well as IEC 60318-4 Ear 
Simulators in traditional  
200 V or CCP microphone 
versions, depending on your 
type of input module. Ear-
canal extensions are standard 
or customized on request.


